**SKILL-4-SKILL**

*Exchange skills to help each other*

---

**Personal information**

- Age: 27
- Sex: Male
- Address: Roland Hooftstraat 123
- Nationality: Indian

**Description**

I am an engineering student at the University of Groningen. I come from India. I have been tutoring for the last three years. [...]

**Skills**

- Bike Repair
- Cooking
- Tutoring in math

**Accepts / needs**

- Help with Dutch contract
- Room cleaning

---

1. Log-in with your Campus ID
2. Tell us what are your skills
3. Get help from someone good at it in exchange of one of your skills
4. Make friends and experience new culture

---

Translating Dutch | Bike Repair | Household Repair | Tutoring Language | Tutoring Classes
Cooking | Stain Removal | Repairing Laptop | Tutoring Software | Tutoring Instrument

www.skill4skill.com